
SHE LEADS’2022 

IEEE Women in Engineering Affinity Group of St. Joseph’s college of Engineering along 
with the IEEE Student Branch of SJCE , Chennai, India has successfully conducted a 4-day 
webinar series, “SHE LEADS’- Empowering Women Together'' from 27th January 2022  
to 30th January 2022  with astounding speakers  Dr. S. Brindha (Professor at Sri Sairam 
Engineering College), Ms. Jenifer Castillo Rodriguez (IEEE Region 9 Director-Elect), Ms. 
Uduak Akpanedet (Graduate Consultant at ITPE Energised) and Ms. Bozenna Pasik Duncan 
(Professor at the University of Kansas). The webinar session took place through Google Meet 
platform and 2 sessions got Live streamed in YouTube. The entire series was coordinated by 
the IEEE WIE SJCE SB Office bearers along with Mr. R. Sreekanth, IEEE SB Counselor. 

         On the day of the first event, Dr. S. Brindha, Professor and SB Counsellor at Sri 
Sairam Engineering College delivered a talk on '' MY IEEE JOURNEY''. The speaker 
focused the audience's attention to whether we needed confidence rather than competence, 
explaining how experience, skills, knowledge, behaviour, performance, and goals all play a 
role. Overall, the seminar was highly motivational, and everyone considered what 
improvements they could make in their life to become better leaders. Ms. Jenifer Castillo 
Rodriguez, IEEE Region 9 Director-Elect, gave a session on "MY IEEE VOYAGE'' on the 
second day of the event. She spoke about the importance of creating goals in one's life. She 
shared details from both her personal and professional lives. She emphasized the significance 
of women's empowerment throughout the field. On the Third Day of the series Ms. Uduak 
Akpanedet, Graduate Consultant at ITPE Energised, gave a talk on the topic of 
“DEVELOPING CAREER SKILLS ''. She patiently and expertly answered the participants' 
inquiries. She caught everyone's attention by discussing her networking skills, as well as 
some of her favorite moments, career progress, and other worthwhile issues. On the last day 
of the series, Bozenna Pasik Duncan, Professor at the University of Kansas, gave a discussion 
on "WHY WOMEN IN IEEE?". She spoke about her own experiences at IEEE as well as the 
relevance of women in the organization. She encouraged that every participant be 
participatory, and the webinar attendees were fascinated by her enthralling presentation. 
Almost 400 people from all around the world participated in our event, "SHE LEADS," and 
gained from it. Finally, all participants were provided with digital certificates as a token of 
appreciation. Our love and gratitude towards the honorable speakers were attributed with 
mementos and certificates. 

We have events planned throughout the year that will benefit many people around the world 
while also meeting the mission and vision of IEEE Women in Engineering, which is to 
facilitate the recruitment and retention of women in technical disciplines around the world 
and to create a vibrant community of IEEE women and men who use their diverse talents to 
innovate for the benefit of humanity. The events include our flagship event - International 
Symposium WOMANSERA, as well as a webinar series with speakers from all over the 
world, a panel discussion, and events honoring important days that would undoubtedly honor 
the women's society. 
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